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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we analyse a fully practical piecewise linear finite 
element approximation; involving regularization, numerical integration and 
backward Euler time discretisation; of the following degenerate parabolic 
system arising in a model of reactive solute transport in porous media: Find 
{u(x,t),v(x,t)} such that 
au + av 
t t 
flu = f in Q x ( 0 , T] u = 0 on 80 x (0,T] 
at v = k C q> Cu ) -v) in n x Co, T] 
u(• 0) = g (•) , 1 
for given data k e 
v(•,0) = g (•) 
2 
f, 
d in Q c IR , 1 :s d ~ 3 
and a mono ton ica 1 ly increasing 
q> e c0 (IR) f"IC 1 (-co, 0] u( 0, co) satisfying q>( 0) = 0; which is only locally Holder 
continuous, with exponent p e ,( 0, 1), at the origin; e.g. This 
lack of Lipschitz continuity at· the. origin limits th.e regularity of the 
unique solution {u, v} and leads to difficulties in the finite element error 
analysis. Nevertheless we arrive at error bounds which in some cases exhibit 
the full approximation power of the trial space. 
2 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In these papers we study finite element approximations of degenerate 
parabolic systems and equations, as they arise in the modelling of reactive 
solute transport in porous media, as soils or aquifers. The reaction, that we 
are going to take into account, is adsorption; that is, a retention/release 
reaction of the solute, e.g. a contaminant, with the porous skeleton. 
Adsorption is a major concern in soil science and hydro logy as it is often 
the primary factor determining the mobility of a so lute. 
'We consider the process on a macroscopic level, i.e. 
averaged/homogenized scale, where single grains and pores do not appear 
anymore. A macroscopic model has the form ( c. f. Knabner ( 1991a) and van Duijn 
& Knabner ( 1992) for a derivation) 
a (8u) + pa [;\ t/J(u)+;\ v] - \J; (8Q_V'u-gu) = f in Q 
t t 1 2 T 
(1.1a) 
a v = r ( u ' v ) in Q , 
t T 
( 1. 1b) 
supplemented by initial conditions for u and v and appropriate boundary 
conditions for u. Here u and v are the unknowns of the system, the dissolved 
concentration (with reference. to the water-filled part of the pore space) . and 
the adsorbed concentration in non-equ i 1 ibriu.m (with reference to the mass of 
the porous skeleton). The process takes place in a bounded domain n in !Rd' 
::s d ::s 3. Let [O, T] be the fixed time interval and Qt - n x (O,t], for 
t E (O,T]. The other quantities, all assumed to be known, either describe the 
underlying water flow regime and geology, as the water content 8, the 
volumetric water flux g, the sum of diffusion and dispersion matrix ~ and the 
bulk density p, or the adsorption process: Here it is assumed that two 
classes of adsorption sites may be distinguished (with relative specific 
grain surfaces ;\ E 
i 
[0,1]). The sites in class 2 are in ( chemica 1) 
non-equilibrium and the kinetics are described by ( 1. 1b) , which app 1 ies to 
adsorption reaction at a time scale comparable to transport. Whereas for 
3 
sites where the reaction is considerably faster, a quasistationary approach 
" 
is feasible, assuming the reaction to be equilibrium. This approach is used 
for sites in class 1, leading to an algebraic expression for the adsorbed 
concentration in terms of the dissolved concentration, the adsorption 
isotherm t/J. 
A common heuristic approach for the rate function r cons is ts of taking 
it proportional to the deviation from equilibrium, i.e. 
r(u,v) = k(~(u)-v), ( 1. 2) 
where ~ is the adsorption isotherm for sites of class 2 and k > 0 is a rate 
parameter. We will restrict ourselves to this form. The quasilinear, 
respectively semilinear (for i\ = 0) , system ( 1. 1) may be degenerate because 
1 
there are typical examples for the isotherms ~ or t/J, which are not Lipschitz 
continuous at u = 0 such as is the Freundlich isotherm 
+ for u ~ 0, where a e R and p e (0,1). ( 1. 3) 
On the other hand isotherms are monotone increasing such that in the 
following we will consider monotone nonlinearities allowing for degenerate 
behaviour like ( 1. 3) at the origin. 
In the first part of this paper we consider only non-equilibrium 
adsorption, such that we assume i\ = 0 from now on. The underlying water flow 
1 
regime in general leads to time and space dependent coefficients, but with a 
linear uniformly parabo lie operator on u, due to 
a e + v. g = a , 
t 
S(x, t) ~ El > 0 
0 
in Q • 
T 
( 1. 4) 
The degenerate semilinear system ( 1. 1), supplemented by in and outflow 
conditions has been extensively studied by Knabner ( 1991a) and van Duijn & 
· Knabner ( 1990). The boundary conditions read as 
( 1301\Ju-gu) . o. = F on S x (0, Tl 
1 
and D1Vu. O. = 0 on S x (0, Tl, 
2 
( 1. 5) 






is defined by 9.·D. :s O (the 
inflow boundary) and S by g. o. ~ 0 (the outflow/noflow boundary). A specific 
2 
sequence of testing leads to a uniqueness result (see II Th.2.2 in Knabner 
4 
( 1991a)), which can be extended to the usual energy norm stability estimate 
for the u-components of the solutions, but only under certain structural 
conditions on the coefficients (II Th.2.6). These conditions are fulfilled 
for time-independent coefficients, i.e. for stationary water flow. 
Our aim is to prove order of convergence estimates in energy norms for 
the corresponding finite element approximation, therefore we consider this 
stability estimate to be important. In fact it turns out that the same 
approach enables us to reduce the error estimation (for the continuous in 
time conformal Galerkin approximation) to problems, which have already been 
studied by Barrett & Shanahan ( 1991), see Knabner ( 1991b) for a preliminary 
account. In fact the problem considered in Barrett & Shanahan ( 1991) can be 
viewed as a· stationary version of the present problem by neglecting the 
desorption term -kv. Therefore we restrict ourselves to situations where this 
reasoning for the stability estimate is possible, by considering only 
stationary water flow. We substantially extend and refine the aforementioned 
preliminary analysis by improving on the error bounds there and considering a 
fully practical scheme involving numerical integration on the nonlinear term 
and time discretisation using the backward Euler method. The analysis is 
centred on introducing a regularized system (P ) 
£ 
obtained by substituting cp 
by a Lipschitz continuous cp , differing only near u = 0. In fact if the 
£ 
solution u satisfies a non-degeneracy condition, see below, by adapting the 
regularization parameter e to the discretization parameters one can prove 
better rates of convergence for the approximation of (P ) to (P) than for the 
£ 
approximation of (P) directly. This situation is not uncommon for the finite 
·element approximation of degenerate problems (e.g. see Nochetto & Verdi 
( 1988)). 
The non-Lipschitzian behaviour of cp at u = Q. can only play an important 
role if fronts, given by the boundary of the support of u (or v) in n, do not 
vanish instantaneously, as for the heat equation, but are preserved; i.e. if 
5 
the problem exhibits a finite speed of propagation property. This property is 
analysed by Knabner ( 1991a) for the one-dimensional case and found to be 
characterised by 
-X 1 ~ e L (0,o) for some o > 0, ( 1. 6) 
s 
where ~(s) = J q>(O") dO". This is fulfilled by the example (1.3) and may be 
0 
considered as the typical case in the following. The non-degeneracy condition 
describes the minimal growth of u away from the front. This local behaviour 
of the profile has only been analysed for travelling wave solutions see 
van Duijn & Knabner ( 1991)). We will assume later on, that q> is Holder 





for u e [0,o ] and for some a, o > O 
0 0 
A ( t) 
e 
x 
!: Ce , 
t 
A (t) - J m(n (s)) ds, e - e 
0 
n (t) = { x en u(x,t) e (O,e1/Ct-p» }, 
e 
and m is the Lebesgue measure. 
Our analysis applies to the case of general 
( 1. 7) 
( 1. Sa) 
( 1. Sb) 
(1.8c) 
time-independent 
coefficients (assuming they are sufficiently regular). However, the fact that 
we analyse the Galerkin procedure implies the requirement that the process is 
not convect ion-dominated, where we would encounter the well-known 
difficulties. There are alternative procedures for this situation like the 
streamline diffusion method or the modified method of characteristics. We 
expect that ·the techniques that we are going to develop here will enable us 
to analyse also variants of these methods. We refer to Dawson, van Ouijn & 
Wheeler ( 1992) for a first account with respect to the modified method of 
characteristics. 
s· 
For ease of exposition we will develop our results for the following 
model problem, which keeps the specific. difficulty of the non-Lipschitz 
non linearity, but reduces the handling of standard terms: 
(P) Find {u(x,t),v(x,t)} such that 
a u + a v - 11u = f in Q 
t t T 
u = o on an x (O,Tl 
a v = k ( cp ( u) -v) in Q 
t T 
u(•,O) = g (•) 
1 
v(• 0) = g (•) , 2 in n, 
where we make the following assumptions on the given data: 
Assumptions (D1): d n c IR , s d s 3, with either n convex polyhedral or 
oQ E C1 ' 1 , k E IR+, f E L 00 (QT), g
1 










cp(O) = 0, cp(s) ·> 0 Vs> 0 and cp is monotonically increasing 
cp e C1 (-oo,O]v(O,oo) 
there exist Le IR+ and e, p e (0,1] such that 
0 
lcp(a)-cp(b) I s Lja-bjP 
layout of this paper is as follows. 
for a 11 a, b e [ 0, c ]. 
0 
In the next section we 
( 1. 9a) 
( 1. 9b) 
( 1. 9c) 
establish 
the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (P) by firstly establish ling 
these results for a regularized version ( p ) . e In section 3 we consider a 
continuous in time continuous piecewise linear finite element approximation 
in space. In section 4 we consider a more practical approximation employing 
numerical integration on the nonlinear term. Finally in section 5 we consider 
a fully pract ica 1 approximation involving d iscret is at ion in time using the 
backward Euler method. 
Throughout the paper we adopt the standard notation for Sobolev spaces. 
We note that the seminorm I· I 1 and norm 11 •II 1 ,., are equivalent on H1 (Q). 
H (Q) H (u) 0 
2 
The standard L inner product over n is denoted by ( •, •). Throughout C or C 
1 
denote generic positive constants independent of c the regularization 
parameter, h the mesh spacing and k the reaction rate parameter. If a 
7 
constant does depend on k say, this will be written as C ( k) . We track the 
constant k in the analysis as we use nearly all the results in this paper to 
study the case of k infinite, equilibrium adsorption, in· part II. This often 
makes the present analysis more complicated than it need be if we were just 
interested in the case k finite. 
8 
2. THE CONTINUOUS PROBLEM 
In this section we establish existence and uniqueness of a solution to 
(P). These results have been proved by Knabner(1991a) for (1.1) with boundary 
conditions (1.5). However the model problem (P) allows for a more direct 
account and furthermore in doing so, we will develop various bounds that will 
be useful in analysing the error in the finite element approximation of (P). 
Firstly we introduce a regularized version of (P), for c e (0, c ] (c as in 
0 0 
( 1. 9c) ) : 
(P) Find {u (x,t),v (x,t)} such that 
c c c . 
a u + a v Au = f in Q u = 0 on BQ x ( 0, T] 
tc tc c T c 
a v = k ( cp ( u ) -v ) in Q 
t c C C C T 
u (• 0) = g (•) 
c ' 1 
v (• 0) = g (•) c , 2 in n, 
where cp c e c0 (IR) is such that 
( i) 
( ii) 
cp (s) = cp(s) for s e (O,c11(1-p)) 
c 
( ) tl · · on [0, ~l/Cl-pl] cp s is stric y monotonically mcreasmg ~ 
c 
(iii) for m e IN there exists a M(m) e IR+: 
-1 . 




( 2. 1c) 
Note that M can be chosen independently of m, if cp' is bounded in IR\( 0, o) for 
some o > 0. In addition we set 
s 




It is a simple matter to deduce from the conditions (2. 1) that for all 
lal, lbl ~ m 
[ M ( m) ] -l c I cp (a) -cp ( b) I 2 ~ [ cp (a) -cp ( b) ]( a-b) ~ M ( m) c -l I a-b j 2 
c c c c 
and 
( 11< 1-pl) = ( 11< 1-pl) < L p/C 1-p> cp c - cp c - c 
c 
with L as in ( 1. 9c). The simplest choice for cp is the linear regularization 
c 
(
. ) -1/( 1-p) ( 1/( 1-p)) 
cp s = c cp c s c 
1/(1-p) 







Definition: {uc,vc}- is a weak upper (lower) solution to (P )cif 
e L 
2 
( 0, T; H 
1 
en) ) r'lf·l ( 0, T; L 2 en) ) - W~' 1 ( QT) , <pc ( u e) E and 
v e H1 (0, T;L2 CQ)) are such that for all test functions 11 e L2 (0, T;H1 (n)) 
c 0 
with 11 2: 0 in Q 
T 
J [au 11 + av 11 +Vu . '\711 -f11] dxdt 2: (s) 0 
t c t c c 
u 2: (s) 0 on an x (0,T] 
c 
QT 
a v ~ cs) k c <p cu ) -v ) 
t c c c c 
in Q 
T 
u (•,0) 2: (::s) g (•) 
c 1 
v (•,O) 2: (s) g (•) 
c 2 
in n. 
{ u , v } is a weak solution to ( P ) if it is both a weak lower solution and a 
c c c 
weak upper solution to (P ). 
c 
Similar definitions hold for (P) with <p in the 
c 
above replaced by <p. 
Theorem 2.1 
Let the Assumptions (01) hold. Then for all c e (0,e] there exists a 
0 
unique weak solution {u , v } to (P ) such that 
c c c 
-u s u ::s u - c 
-and v ::s v ::s v - c in Q T 
I 
Vu I 22 + I a u 122 + I a v I 2oo s c (.k) , 
C L (Q ) t C L (Q ) t C L (Q ) 
T T T 
(2.Sa) 
(2.Sb) 
where !:!., u, 
0 -y, v e C ( n) are a 11 independent of c and k. Furthermore, if g ' 
1 
g and f 2: 0 one can take !:!. = y = 0. 
2 
Proof: Firstly, we prove the existence of weak lower and upper solutions to 
(P ). Let we H2 en) Cc c0 (Q)) be such that -fM = 1 inn and w = 1 on an. It 
c 
fallows that w 2: Let 1 = max {II fll co , II g II oo n , 1}. 
L (Q ) 1 L (u) 
T 
in n. Then for all 
c e (0, c ] {u, v} ( {!:!., y}) is an upper (lower) solution of (p ) ' where u = rw, 
0 c 
!:!. = -u, v = max {II g II co n , II <p ( u) II co n } and v = -max {II g II oo n , II <p ( u) II co( n)} . 2 L (u) L (u) - 2 L (u) - L u 
f 2: 0 we note that one can alternatively choose { !::!_, yJ = {0,0}. 
{ L2(Q ) - } . operator Let B - u e !:!. s u ::s u We now define an T 
T 




v(x, t) = e-kt.g (x) + k J' e-k(t.-s)<p (u(x,s)) ds. 
2 0 c 
(2.6) 
Clearly, v is such that a v = k(<p (u)-v) in Q and v( •, 0) 
t. C T = g ( •) in Q and 2 
u E B => u E K = [ inf ~ , sup u] => u E L IX) ( Q ) => 
T 
<pc ( U ) E .l 
00 
( QT) => v , 
a v e L 00 ( Q ) with norms bounded uniformly for a 11 u e B Then u - Tu is t T . 
defined to be the unique weak solution of 
a u - ~u + M u = k ( v-<p ( u ) ) + M u + f in Q (2.7a) 
t c c c T 
.... 
= 0 an and uc· o> = g <·> in n, (2.7b) u on , 1 
where M kM(m)c 
-1 
is the Lipschitz constant of k<p ( • ) and is such that - m c c 
K f; [-m, m], see (2.1c). We now show that T : B~L2(Q) is ( i) a compact 
T 
operator, (ii) a continuous operator and (iii) T[B] c 8. 




2 + 1a u 122 s c [M2 lu j 22 · + k2 l<p Cu) 122 + k2 lv 122 + 
L (Q ) t L (Q ) C L (Q ) · C L (Q ) L -(Q ) 
T T T T T 
+ If 1
2
2 + M lg 1
2
1 n] S C(k,c), 
L ( Q ) · C 1 H ( ~,) 
T 
(2.8) 
where we have noted the bounds on u and v above and the assumptions ( 01). The 
testing with au is justified for sufficiently smooth solutions of the linear 
t 
equation (2. 7). The desired estimate also holds true in general, as the 
smooth solutions are dense in the space of weak solutions (see e.g. III §1 in 
Ladyzhenskaya (1985)). Therefore T[B] c W1 ' 1 (Q ) and hence T : B ~ L2 (Q ) is 
2 T T 
a compact operator. 
(ii) Let {u} e B be such that u ~ u in L2 (Q ) as n ~ oo. We obtain, in 
n n T 
a similar way to (2. 8), with u = Tu that 
n n 
lu-u 122 s C(k,c) [ lu-u 122 + l'P (u)-<p Cu ) 122 + lv-v 122 ]. n L (Q ) n L (Q ) C C n L (Q ) n L (Q ) 
T · T T T 
(2.9) 
From (2. 1c), (2. 6) and (2. 9) it follows that <p (u ) -? <p (u), v -? v and hence 
C n C n 
u ~ u in L 2 (Q ) as n ~ ex>. Therefore T : B ~ L 2 (Q ) is a continuous operator. 
n T T 
(iii) We have that v given by (2.6) is such that 
J (a +k) ( v-v) ( _v-v) + dxdt s J k [ ( rn ( u )-rn ( u) ] '( v-v) dxdt s 0, 
t - ..,..c - ..,..c - + 
QT QT 
11 
since u :::: !d.· Hence it follows that v :::: Y. in Q • In an analogous way we have 
T 
that v ::s v in Q • From (2. 7) it then follows that u-!d_ satisfies weakly 
T 
8 (u-u) - A(u-u) + M (u-u) :::: k(v-_v) + [M (u-u)-k(m (u)-m (u))] :::: O in Q 
t - - c - c · - "'c "'c - T 
u-!d_:::: 0 on an x (0,T] and 
since v :::: y_, u 2:: !d_, M is the Lipschitz constant of k<p ( •) and <p ( •) 
c c c is 
monotonically increasing. From the weak maximum principle it follows that 
u :::: !d. in QT. In an 
have that T[B] c 8. 
,.., 
analogous way it follows that u ~ u Therefore we 
As T satisfies the above properties it follows from the Schauder fixed 
point theorem that T has a fixed point uc, i.e. u = Tu . Moreover, 
€ c it 
follows that {uc, v c}, where v c is defined by (2. 6) with u = uc, is a weak 
solution of ( P ) satisfying ( 2. Sa), where we have noted from the above that c 
1 1 ~ 
u e W ' (Q ) and <p (u), v, a v e L (Q ) • In addition for the fixed point u 
C 2 T C t T c 
the term M u cancels on both sides of (2. 7a) and therefore the bound (2. 8) c c 
holds for u with a constant C(k) independent of c. Hence the desired result 
c 
(2. Sb). To prove uniqueness we can argue as we will do for the 
non-regularized problem in the proof of Theorem 2. 2 leading to (2. 17) and 
then exp lo it the monotonicity of <p • Cl . c 
For k e IR+ and for sufficiently smooth w we set 
and 
2 







Let the Assumptions (01) hold and for 0 < e s e s e let {u , v } be 
1 2 0 £ £ 
a weak solution to (P ) , i = 1, 2. Then for all t e (0, T] we have that 
£ 
1 
II u -u 11 2 + £ I <p ( u )-<p ( u ) 122 + £ II v -v 11 2 
£ £ E (k,t) 2 £ £ £ £ L (Q). 2 £ £ E (k,t) 
1 22 1 1 2 2 t 1 21 
s Ce-1 l<-u 122 s CeCl+p)/(1-p), 




where<; - <p~1 (<pe (ue )) if <pe Cue) e CO,<p(e~/Cl-p))) and<; - u otherwise. 
2 1 1 1 1 
Proof: Let 
u v 
e - u -u £ , e - v £ £ 
1 2 




-v and t 
£ 
1 2 











u l}(•,s) = Je ( 0 ,0-)do- for s e [O,t], l}(•,s) - 0 for s e (t,T] and performing 
s 
integration by parts yields that · 
t t 
l eul
22 + XIV'Jeu(•,s)dsl 22.n =·-J(ev(•,s),eu(•,s))ds. (2.11) 
L (Q ) L (u) O 
t 0 
Using the test function l}(•,s) = eu(•,s) for s e [O,t], l}(•,s) - 0 for 
s e (t, Tl yields that 
t 
x I e u c • , t) I ~ 2 cm + I V' e u I ~2 c 
0 
> = -s c as e v c • , s > , e u c • , s ) l ds . 
t 0 
Therefore combining (2. 11) and (2. 12) we have that 
t . 




= -JC <p Cu C ·, s) )-<p Cu C ·, s) ) , e uc ·, s)) ds. 
£ £ £ £ 
0 1 1 2 2 
Noting that <p (u ) = <p (<':), it follows from (2.13) and (2. 3) that 
£ £ £ 





£ l'P Cu )-<p Cu ) 1
2
2< > 
E Ck, t) 2 £ £ £ £ L Q 
2 1 1 2 2 t 
t 
s JC <p ( u ( •, s ))-<p ( u ( •, s)), ( <;-u )( •, s)) ds 
£ £ £ £ £ 
0 1 1 2 2 1 
s X [M(m) ]-
1
£ l'P Cu )-<p Cu ) 1
2




2< > 2 £ £ £ £ L (Q ) 2 £ L Q 
1 1 2 2 t 1 t 
s MCm)e-11<-u 122 s Ce-1£2/Ct-p>. 
2 £ L (Q ) 2 2 ' 
1 t 
where [inf~, sup u] ~ [-m,m], see (2.1c) and Theorem 2.1. 
13 
( 2. 12) 
( 2. 13) 
(2.14) 
Finally subtracting the second equation in (P ) 
c from that in 
mu lt ip lying by e v and 
llv -v 11 2 
C C E (k,t) 
1 2 1 
2 
integrating over Q yields 
t t 
= JC <p ( u ( • , s) ) -<p ( u ( • , s) ) , e v ( • , s) ) ds 
c c c c 
0 1 1 2 2 . 
s c I <p ( u ) -<p ( u ) 122 • 
C C C C L (Q ) 
1 1 2 2 t 
Combining (2.14) and (2.1S) yields the desired result (2.10). a 
Theorem 2.2 




Let the Assumptions (01) hold. Then there exists a unique weak solution 
{u, v} to (P) and for all c e (0, c ] and t e (0, Tl 
0 
llu-u 11
2 + k-2clVCu-u )(•,t) 122 n + cl<p(u)-<p Cu) 122 + 
C E
2
Ck,t) C L (u) C C L (Qt) 
+ cllv-v 11 2 s C A (t) cCl+p)/Cl-p). 
C E (k,t) C 
1 
(2.16) 





and f ~ 0 then u, v ~ 0 in QT. 
Proof: We first establish existence of a solution- to (P). Let c ~ 0 as n ~ co 
n 
and let {u , v } be the unique weak solution to 
c c 
( 2. 10) 
n n 
that {u , v } 
c c 
n n 
( p ) . 
c 
n 
It follows from 
therefore {u ,v} ~ {u,v} in L2 (0,T;H1 (n)) x Lco(O,T;L2 (n)) as n ~co. The 
c c 
n n 
inclusions ( 2. Sa) also hold true for { u, v} . In add it ion from ( 2. Sb) we have 
that there exists a subsequence of {au ,av } 
t c t c 
n n 
converging weakly to 
{a u,a v} in L2 (Q) x L2 (Q ). Finally we have from (1.9), (2.1) and (2.3b) 
t t T T 
that 
I <p ( u ) -<pc ( u c ) IL 2 ( Q ) :S I <p ( u) -q> ( u c ) IL 2 ( Q ) + I<{> ( u c ) -<pc ( u c ) IL 2 ( Q ) 
n n t n t n n n t 
s C lu-u IP2 + Cc p/Cl-p). 
C L (Q ) n 
- n t 
Hence q> (u ) ~ q>(u) as n ~co. Therefore {u,v} is a weak solution of (P). 
c c 
n n 
The bounds (2.Sb) also hold true for {u,v}. 
14 
We now prove uniqueness. Assume there exist two weak solutions {u , v}, 
i 1 
= 1, 2 to (P). Setting u e = u -u 
1 2 
and ev = v v 
1- 2' the analogue of (2.13) 
with c = c = 0, yields 
1 2 
t 
lleull 2 + f(<p(u (•,s))-<p(u (•,s)),eu(•,s))ds = 0. 
E Ck, t) 1 2 
2 0 
( 2. 17) 
From ( 1. 9a) and (2. 17) it follows that u = u and hence v = v . 
1 2 1 2 
Finally setting c = 0 and c = c in the proof of (2.10), noting (1. 8) 
1 2 




(u-uc)(•,s) l~2<mds + XIV'Cu-uc)(•,t) l~2cr2> 
0 
t 
= -J(8 (v-v )C•,s),a Cu-u )C•,s)ds 




[ l<p(u)-<p Cu ) 1
2
2 + lv-v 122 ] 
C C L (Q ) C L (Q ) 
t t 
yields the desired result (2.16). ·a 
Because of the bounds in (2. Sa) we now can fix M in (2.1c) when dealing 
with u or u . We end this section by proving some useful bounds on the unique 
c 
weak solution { u , v } of ( P ) , c e ( 0, c ] . 
c c c 0 
Lemma 2.2 
Under Assumptions CD1) we have for all c e (0, c ] and t e CO, Tl that 
0 
cj'V<p (u )j 22 + (4> Cu (•,t)),1) + kl<p (u )-v l 22c > + 
C C L (Q ) C C C C C L Q 
T T 
+ Iv c ·, t> 122 n + k - 1 1 a v 122 s c. 
C L ( ~,) t C L ( Q ) 
T 




JC c Vu C ·, s), 'ilcp cu C ·, s))) + Ca u C •, s), cp Cu C ·, s) ) ) + Ca v C ·, s), v C ·, s)) + 
c cc te cc tc e 
0 
t 
+ k.lcpc(ue(•,s))-vc(•,s) l~2cn>]ds = J(f(•,s),cpe(ucC•,s)))ds. (2.19) 
0 
From C1.9) and (2.1) it follows that for all w e H~(Q) with lwCx) I s m for 
a. e. X E Q that 
[MCm)]-1clVcp (w) 122 n s ('ilw,'il<p Cw)). 
e L c~,> e 
(2.20) 
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Noting (2. 20) and (2. Sa) yields that 
clV<p (u )] 1
2
2, > + (~ (u (•,t)),1) + Iv (•,t) 122 n + kl<p (u )-v 122 
C C L Q C C C · L (u) C C C L (Q ) 
t t 
:s c ( }c fC • , s > , <p cu c ·, s l > l ds + c <P cu c • , o », n + Iv c • , o > 122 n J 
C C C c C . L (u) 
0 
:s C1 + C2 l<pc(uc) l~2CQ > 
t 
:s C + C l'P (u )-v j22 + C Iv j22 :s C 
1 2 C C C L (Q ) 2 C L (Q ) 3' 
t t 
(2. 21) 
where we can choose C sufficiently small. Hence the desired result (2. 18) 
2 
then follows from (2. 21) and the second equation in (P ) . a 
c 
For the final result we need further assumptions on the data. 
Assumptions (D2): In addition to the Assumptions ( 01) we assume that 
1 2 2 
f e H (0, T; L (Q)), g e H .(Q) and to simplify the analysis that k ~ k . 
1 0 
By the last assumption we do not neglect any important f ea tu res, as for 
k ~ 0 we expect convergence to the case of no reaction, i.e. to the linear 
diffusion equation. 
Lerruna. 2.3 
Under Assumptions (02) we have for all c e (0, c ] and t e (0, Tl that 
0 
I Vu ( • ' t) 1
2
2 n + I a u 122 + c I a v 122 + c I a [ <p ( u ) ] 122 + 
C L (u) t C L (Q ) t C L (Q ) t C C L (Q ) 
T T T 
+ k -
1 [I a u ·( • , t > 122 n + c I a v c • , t >, 122 n + Iv ca u > 122 J 
t C L ( u) t C L ( u) t C L ( Q ) 
T 
2· 
:S C[1+kl<p (g )-g I 2 n] :S Ck. c 1 2 L Cu) (2.22) 
Proof: Differentiating the first equation in (P ) 
c 
with respect to t yields 
that 
k-1a u + c <p' cu ) a u -a v > -1 k-18 f in Q (2.23a) - k tica u > = tt c . c c t c t c t c t T 
and hence that 
k-18 -1 k-18f+f in Q • (2.23b) u + C 1+<p' Cu )) a u - Mk a u +u ) = tt c cc tc tc c t T 
This formal procedure can be justified as follows: Consider an auxiliary 
16 
linear initial-boundary value problem for a u , i.e. an equation analogous to 
t e 
(2.23a) and initial condition l1g +f(•,0)-k[q> (g )-g]. Due to (02) and (2.5a) 
1 e 1 2 
t 
a weak solution w exists. We have that u (•,t) = g (•)+fw (•,s)ds as both 
e . e 1 e 
0 
satisfy the same linear initial-boundary value problem. Thus w =8 u . 
Mu lt ip lying (2.23b) by au (•,s), 
s e integrating over where s 
integration variable in time, and performing integration by parts yields that 
t t 
k -ls I V78 u ( • 's) 122 n ds + SC [ 1+q>' ( u ( • 's) ) ] a u ( • , s) , 8 u (., s)) ds + 
s e L Cu) e £ s e s e 
0 0 
+ x [1<-1 1a u c·,t> 122 n + 1vruec·,t> l~2cn>] 
t t C L (u) 
= JC k -la f( ·, s) +f c ·, s), a u C ·, s)) ds + 




k - ls I vr 8 u c • , s > 1
2 
2 n ds 
s £ L (u) 
0 
+ J([1+q>'(u (•,s))]a u (•,s),a u (•,s))ds + 
e e s e s e 0 . 
t 
+ k-1 l8tue(·,t>1~2cm + IV7ue(·,t>l~2cm 
:S s I k -la f ( • , s) +f ( 0 , s) 122 n ds + k -l 1 a u (• '0) 122 n + I Vu (. '0) 122 n) 
s L ( ;),) t e L ( :.d e L ( u 
0 
t 






2.n ds + IV7g 1
2
2 n + 2k-1 l~g (•)+f(•,0) l 22(n + 
s L (u) 1 L (u) 1 · L u) 
0 
+ 2k I q> cg >-g 122 n • e 1 2 L (u) 




ef I a [ q> ( u ( • ' s) ) 11 22 n ds 
s e e L Cu) 
0 
::; f(q>'(u (•,s))a u (•,s),8 u (•,s))ds. 
e e s e s e 
0 
In addition we have that 
t 
Mk -l I a v ( • ' t) 122 n + s I a v ( • ' s) 122 n ds 
t C L (u) s e L (u) 
0 
t 
= Mk -l I a v ( • , 0) 12 2 n + JC a [ q> ( u (., s)) ] , a v (., s)) ds 
t e L Cu> s e e s e 
0 








k 8 v .(.' t) 2 n + J a v (. 's) 2 n ds 





I a v c • , o > 122 n + s I 8 c q> cu c • , s > > 1 122< n> ds t e L Cu> s e e L u 
0 
t 
::; k I q> cu c • , o n-v c., o > 122 n + s I a [ q> cu c ·, s > > 1 122 n ds. e e e L Cu) s e e L Cu) 
0 





3. A CONTINUOUS IN TIME FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION 
We now consider the continuous piecewise linear finite· element 
approximation to (P ) . 
e We make the following assumptions on the data and 
triangulation: 
Assumptions (D3): In addition to the assumptions (02) we assume that 
t (2.1c) g E H (Q) and the constant M in can be chosen uniformly for all 
2 
-h -gh S E IR. Let be a polyhedral approximation to g defined by g 5 V IC, where h 
KET 
Th is a quasi-uniform partition consisting of simplices IC with maximum 
diameter not exceeding h and with dist(aa,aah) :S Ch2 • For ease of exposition 
h we assume that '2 ~ '2. 
We introduce 
and 





4 S denote the interpolation operator such that for any 
w E CO(Q), TC W E Sh satisfies 
h 
(TC w) ( x ) = w ( x ) for a 11 nodes x of the part it ion Th. 
h i i i 
Let Po : L 2('2) ~ Sh denote the L 2 projection such that for any w E L 2(Q), 
h 
Pow E Sh satisfies 
h 
(w-P~w,x) = 0 V XE Sh. 
Let Pt 
h 
Ht (Q) ~ Sh denote the Ht semi-norm projection such that for any 
0 0 
h 
V XE 8. 
0 
We recall the standard approximation results, for all IC e Th 
2-ml 
lw-TChwlwm,q(IC) :S Ch wlw2,q(1C) for m = 0 and 1 and 




( 3. 1b) 
lw-P
1
wl 2 n + hlw-P
1
wl 1 n :S Chmlwl m n form= 1 and 2; 
h L C.u) h H ( u) H ( u) 
(3. 1c) 
where in (3.1a) we note the imbedding vr' 1(K) c c0 (K.) in the case d = 2, see 
for example p300 in Kufner et al. (1977). 
As the partition is quasi-uniform we have the inverse inequalities 
lxlLoocn> s Ch-d/
2
lxlL2cn> and lxlH1cm s Ch-
1
lxlL2cn> v x es\ 
and for d s 2 the discrete Sobolev imbedding result 
(3.2a) 
where r = O if d = 1 and r = ~ if d = 2; see for example p67 in Thomee 
( 1984). It follows from (3. 1b&c) and (3. 2a) that for any w e H1 (n) 
0 
IP~wlH1cn> s Ch-1 ICP~-P~>wlL2cm + IP~wlH1cn> s ClwlH1cn>· (3.3) 
Another result that will be useful later is that 
I (I-rrh) <pc ( x) IL 2 ( Q) :S h I V'rrh [<pc ( x) ] IL 2 (Q) v x e s~ . ( 3. 4) 
This result is proved in Elliott (1987), p68, with h replaced by Ch on the 
righthand side of (3. 4). However, it is easy to see from this proof that C 
can be taken as 1. 
The approximation to (P ) we wish to consider first is 
c 
(Ph) Find uh e H1 (0 T·Sh) and vh e H1 (0,T;Sh) such that 
c c ' , 0 c 
ca uh+ a vh,x) + (V'uh,V'x) = (f,x) v x e sh 
t c t c c 0 
ca vh,~) = k(m (uh)-vh ~> v ~ e sh 
t c "' .,, c c c'"' "' 
h 1 u (•,0) =pg(•) 
c h 1 
h 0 v (•,O) =Pg(•). 
£ h 2 
Theorem 3.1 
Let the Assumptions (03) hold. Then for all c e (0, c ] and h > 0 there 
0 
Proof: Existence and uniqueness of a solution follows from standard ordinary 
differential equation theory and the bounds 
and for t e (0, Tl. 
19 
These are shown along the lines of the proof of Lemma 2. 1, taking into 
account that h h 0 due <p (u )u 2::: 
c c c 
to ( 1. 9a) and (2. 1a&b). The first estimate and 
(3.2a) imp lies that 
h 
C(k,h), which in turn yields llu II co :; that 
C L (Q ) 
T 
h llv II oo := C(k,h). 
C L (Q ) 
T 
Therefore the unique local in time solution h h {u , v } , 
c c 
assured by the Picard-Lindelof theorem, has to exist globally in time. o 
Firstly, we have the following analogue of Lemma 2. 3. 
Lenuna 3.1 




2 -2 4 -2 4 := C[1+k <p (g )-g 2 n +kc h] := Ck(1+c h ). 
£ t 2 L ( ) 
(3.5) 
+ 2k l</J (Ptg )-g 122 n . 
C ht 2L() 
(3.6) 
In addition the analogue of (2. 26) yields that 
t 
k -l I a vh c ·, t) 122 "' + s I a vh c ·, s) 122 n ds 
t C L (u) s C L ( ) 
0 
t 
s I< l</J CPtg )-g 122 n + Jla [<p Cuh(., s)) l 122"' ds. 
C h 1 2 L C ) s £ £ L (u) 
0 
(3.7) 
Combining (3. 6) and (3. 7) with the analogue of (2. 25) yields that the 




2Q ]. £ht 2L() 
Finally we 
note from (2.1c) and (3.1c) that 
I ( P1 ) I < I ( ) I 2 + Cc -1h2 <p C hgl -g2 L 2 CQ) ~ <p £ g1 -g2 L (Q) 
20 
and hence the desired result (3.5). a 
In order to analyse the approximation it is convenient to introduce 
the associated linear problem : 
(Ph'*) Find h * H1 ( 0 T· Sh) and 
h • 
H1 (0, T; Sh) u ' e v ' e such that c c ' , 0 c 
h • h • h • sh ca u ' + a v ' , xl +(Vu' ,Vxl = (f,x) V x e 
t c t c c 0 
h • h • v x e sh Ca v ' , xl = k C q> Cu )-v ' , xl 
t c c c c 
h • 1 h • 0 u, (• 0) = pg(•) v, (• 0) =Pg(•). c , h 1 c , h 2 . 
The existence and uniqueness of { 
h,. h, .} u , v solving for all 
c c 
c e (0, c ] and h > 0 ;s easily established and we have the following result. 
0 
Lenuna 3.2 
Under Assumptions (03) we have for all e e (0, c ] , h > 0 and t e (0, T] 
0 
that 
Proof: The proof is very similar to Lemma 2. 1. 
e v, h -= h, * h t t · v -v . Subtrac ing the first equa ion m 
£ C E 
t 










h • h 
and - u , -u c c 
that in (Ph,•) c , 
where s is the 
integration variable in time, and performing integration by parts yields that 
(3.9) 
Similarly choosing x = eu, h and x = a eu, h yields respectively that 
c s c 
t t 
x I e u, h ( • , t) 122 n + JI Ve u, h ( • 's) 122 n ds = -JC a e v' h ( • 's) , e u' h ( • , s)) ds 






J I a e u' h ( • , s ) 12 2 n ds + x I Ve u, h ( • , t) 12 2 = - J (a e v' h ( • , s ) , a e u, h ( • ' s ) ) ds 
s e L Cu> e L <'2> s e s e 
0 0 
t 
= kJ(ev,h(•,s)-[~ Cu (•,s))-~ (uh(•,s))],a eu'h(•,s))ds. (3~10b) 
e e e e e se 
0 
Therefore from (3. 9), (3. 10a) and (2. 3a) it follows that 
lleu,hll2 + M-lel~ (u )-~ (uh) 122 
e E Ck,t) e e e e L <o > 
2 t 
t 
::: lleu,hll 2 +JC~ (u (•,s))-~ (uh(•,s)),u (•,s)-uh(•,s))ds 
e E Ck,t) e e e e e e 
2 0 
t =JC~ (u (•,s))-~ (uh(•,s)),u (•,s)-uh,*c•,s))ds 
e e e e e e 
0 
::: Me-1lu -uh,*122 . 
e e L co > 
t 
(3.11) 
Subtracting the second equation in (Ph). from that in e 
(Ph'*>, choosing 
e 
x = e v, h and integrating over (0, t) yields 
e 
t 
h v h = JC ~ ( u ( 0 , s ) ) -~ ( u ( • , s ) ) , e ' ) ds 
e e c e e 
0 
lie v, hll2 
C E (k,t) 
1 
:s I~ cu >-~ c uh> 122< > • 
0 e e e e LO 
t 
Combinining (3. 11), (3. 12) and (3. 10b) Y.ields the desired result (3. 8). o 
Lemma 3.3 
( 3. 12) 










Proof: The problem ( P ) can be restated as: Find u ( x, t) such that . c c 
8 u - Au = f + F ( t, u ) in Q 
t C C C C T 
where 
F (t,w(•,t)) = k[e-ktg - <p (w(•,t)) + k}e-kCt-s)<p (w(•,s))ds]. 
c 2 c c 
0 
h* h* 1. h 
Similarly, (P ' ) can be restated as: Find u ' e H (0, T; S ) such that 
c c 0 
Let h * e , 
u,C 
(8 uh'*,x) + (Vuh,• VY) = (f + F (t,u ),Y) v ye sh 




- u -u ' and so we have that c c 
h • h • h 
(8 e ' ,x) + (Ve ' ,Vx) = o V x e s 
t u,c u,c 0 
eh'*(· 0) = g (•)-P1g (•). 





( 3. 15b) 
h • 1 1 h • 
e ' = (u -P u ) + (Pu -u ' ) = p + f>, 
u,C C h C h C · C 
With it follows by choosing 
t 
x = ff>(. ,o-) do-, integrating over (0,t) in time, where s is the integration 
s 
variable in time, and performing integration by parts yields that 
t t 
J I f> C • , s ) I ~ 2 cm ds + M I v J f> C • , s ) ds I ~2 cm 
0 0 
t t 
= - J(p(•,s)f,f>(•,s))ds + (g 1 (•)-P~g1 (•),Jf>(•,s)ds). ( 3'. 16) 
0 0 
Under the stated assumptions on Q we have from (P ) that u e Lr(O, T; H2 (Q)) 
c c 
for a 11 r e [ 1, co] and 
I u c I Lr ( 0' T; H2 ( n) ) 
:s c(l8 u I r 2 + 18 v I r 2 t C L (0, T;L (Q)) t C L (0, T;L (Q)) + lfl r 2 ]· L co, T;L cm) 
Hence from (2.18) and (2.22) we have that 
l u 1
2
2 2 :s Ck and lu l
2
c:o 2 :s Cc-1k
2
• 
C L CO, T;H (Q)) C L (0, T;H CO)) 
( 3. 17) 
From (3.16), (3.1c) and (3.17) we have that 
I e::: l~210tl :S C [1~1~210tl + IP l~210tl] :S C IP l~210tl + Ch4 Jg1 1:2<!1> 
:S Ch 
4 
[ I U I 22 2 n . + I g 122 n ] :S Ckh 4 
C L CO,t;H (u)) 1 H (u) 
and 
23 
Hence we obtain (3. 13a). 
In addition choosing x = f> and x = a f> in (3. 15a) yields that 
s 
t . 
jf>(•,t) 1:1m> :s cs1asp(•,s) l~2cmds. 
0 
Hence from (3. 1c), (2. 22) and (3.17) we obtain the results (3. 13b-d). 
h • h • 
Finally setting e ' = v -v ' we have from (3.1b) and (2.18) that 
v,£ £ £ 
t 
lleh,*11 2 = J(CI-P0 )cp (u (•,s)),eh'*(•,s))ds + M k-1 jCI-P0 )g 122 n 




2 -1 I 
1
2 -1 2 :s Ch [ 'Vcp ( u ) 2 + k g 1 n ] :s Cc h . 
£ £ L (Q ) 2 H ( ) 
T 
( 3. 18) 
Hence the desired result (3.13e). o 
Theorem 3.2 
Under Assumptions (03) we have for all c e (0, c ] , h > 0 and t e (0, Tl 
0 
that 
lu-uh 122 I ( ) ( h) 12 :s C[A (t)cCl+p)/Cl-p). + c-\h4] £ L ( Q ) + £ cp U -cp £ U £ L 2 ( Q ) £ 
t t 
(3. 19a) 
cllv-vhll 2 :s C[A (t)cCl+p)/Cl-p) + h2 + c-1kh4 ]. 
£ E (k,t) £ 
1 
(3. 19b) 
Proof: The results (3. 19a&b) follow directly from (2. 16), (3. 8) and (3. 13). o 
Corollary 3. 2 
L.et Assumptions (03) hold, then for all h > 0 and t e (0, T]: 
( i) Under no assumptions on non-degeneracy, we have on choosing 
c = Ch2< l-p> :s c that 
0 
lu-uh I 2 :s C(k)hl+p, £ L (Q ) 
T 
t 
ICu-u:lC•,t) IL2cn> + IJCu-u:)(•,s)dsjH1cn> 
0 
l'V(u-uh)(•,t) I 2 n :s C(k)hp £ L ( ) 
24 
(3.20a) 
+ I v c u -uh > 1 2 :s c c k > h 





l<p(u)-<p (uh) I 2 + I (v-vh)(., t) 122 n :s C(k)h2P. 
£ £ L (Q ) £ L (u) 
T 
(ii) Assuming (N.D.) and choosing e = Ch8 (l-p)/CS-p) :s e we have that 
0 
l
u-uhl 2 :s C(k)h2C3+p)/CS-p) 
£ L (Q ) , 
T 
t 
ICu-u:)(•,t) IL2Crl> + IJCu-u:)(•,s)dslHt<C> 
0 
I 
v ( u-u h > c • , t > 1 2 n :s c c k > h < 1 +3p > / < s-p > 
£ L (u) 
and 
+ I v c u-u h > I 2 :s c c k > h, 
£ L (Q ) 
T 
l<p(u)-<p (uh) I 2 + I (v-vh)(., t) 122 n :s C(k)h2(1+3p)/(S-p). 







Proof: Noting the non-degeneracy condition (N. D. )::( 1. Ba) in the case of 
(3. 21); (3. 20a&d) and (3. 21a&d) follow directly from (3.19a&b). (3. 20b&c) and 
(3. 21b&c) follow from (2.16), (3. 8) and (3.13). a 
Remark 3.1 
We note that one can improve on the error bound for vh in (3. 20d) and 
e 
h 
(3. 21d) by choosing e to maximize the rate of convergence of v to v in 
£ 
L2(Q) as opposed to the present choice which maximizes the rate of 
T 
convergence of uh to u 
£ 
For example under no assumptions on 
non-degeneracy, choosing c = Ch2 <t-p)/Ct+p) bt . 0 ( h2p/(1+p)) :s £ one o ams 
0 
for V h to v convergence £ in L 
2
CQT), but only O(h) convergence for u: to u in 
L2 (Q ). a 
T 
One could approximate directly the problem (P) without regularising by 




Let the Assumptions (03) hold. Then there exists a unique solution 
{uh, vh} to (Ph) for all h > 0 and for all e e (0, e ] and t e (0, T] 
0 . 
lluh-uhll 2 + k-2elVCuh-uh)(•,t) 122 n + el<p(uh)-<p (uh) 122 + 
e E Ck,t) e L Cu> e e L CQ > 
2 t 
+ II h _ h II 2 < C < 1 +p > / c 1-p > e v v - e . 
C E (k,t) 
1 
(3.22) 
Moreover, we have that the error bounds (3.20a-d) hold with {uh,vh,<p (uh)} 
e e e e 
h h h 
replaced by {u , v , <p(u )} for all h > 0 and t e (0, Tl. 
Proof: Existence and uniqueness of a solution and (3. 22) follow from a 
discrete analogue of the proof of Theorem 2. 2. Combining this with (3. 20a-d) 
yields the des ired error b9unds. o 
Remark 3.2 
In proving (3. 22) we have made no assumptions on the non-degeneracy of 
h 
u , as such assumptions would be difficult to verify in practice. If we know 
that u satisfies the non-degeneracy condition ( N. D. ) , then from the error 
estimates above it is better to approximate (P) by (Ph), with the appropriate 
e 
h choice of e, rather than ( P ) . o 
Remark 3.3 
One could of course analyse the error between u and uh without using the 
regularization procedure by introducing problem (Ph'*>, the same as (Ph'*) 
e 
with <p replaced by <p. If we assume that (1.9c) holds for all a, b e IR, as it 
e 
does for <p(s) = [s]P, then we have in place of (2.3a) that 
+ 
Let 
L-l/pl<pc°a)-<p(b) ICl+p)/p :s [<p(a)-<p(b)](a-b) s Lla-bll+p. 
h • 
u ' be the solution of (Ph,•). It is then a simple matter to adapt the 
proof of Lemma 3.2; to prove for all t e (0,T] that 
t 
lluh,*-uhll 2 + L-t/p.fl (u(• s))- (uh(• )) l<t+p)/p ds 
E2(k,t) 0 q> ' q> , S p+p)/p(O} 
t 
:S lluh,*-uhll 2 < > + .f(<p(u(•,s))-<p(uh(•,s)),u(•,s)-uh(•,s))ds 
E k,t 
2 0 
t h h. 
:S .f(<p(u(•,s))-<p(u. (•,s)),u(•,s)-u ' (•,s))ds 
0 
t 
:S C.fl(u-uh'*)(·,s)) lt+p ds. 
0 Ll+p(Q) 
(3.22) 
Letting £ .~ 0 in (3.13a-c) and combining this with (3. 22) yields the results 
( 3. 20a&b) with £ = 0 and in place of ( 3. 20c&d) with £ = 0 we have that 
[ 
t ]p/( t+p) 
fl<p(u(•,s))-<p(uh(•,s)) l<t+p)/p ds :S C(k)h2P. 
0 L(1+p)/p((2) 
(3.23) 
Therefore, bypassing the regularization procedure yields no error bound 
for v. o 
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4. A MORE PRACTICAL CONTINUOUS IN TIME FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION 
The standard Galerkin approximation analysed above is not practical as 
h 
it requires the term Cq> (u ) , xl to be integrated exactly. This is obviously 
e e 
difficult in practice and it is computationally more convenient to consider a 
scheme where numerical integration is applied to all the terms and the 
initial data is interpolated as opposed to being projected. Below we 
introduce and analyse such a scheme. 
h 
Cw ,w) = J rr (w w
2
) 
1 2 nh h 1 
as an approximation to Cw , w ) . On setting 
1 2 
lwlh = [Cw,w)h]~ 0 -h for w e C (Q ) , 
we recall the well-known results 
I x I L 2 rnh > :s I x I h :s c i I x I L 2 c nh > h Vxes, 
I Sh x1x2 - Cx1 , x2 lhl :s C2h
2
t1x111H1Crh11x2 11H1cnh> n 
v x , x e sh. 
1 2 
We make the following assumptions on the data. 
Assumptions CD4): In addition to the Assumptions ( 03) we assume that 
A more pr act ica l approximation to ( P ) than (Ph) is then 
£ £ 
Ah "'h 1 h '"'h 1 h 
(P) Find u e H (0,T;S) and v e H (0,T;S) such that 
£ £ 0 £ 
"h '"'h h "h h h ca u +av ,xl + cvu ,Vxl = Cf,xl v x es 
t £ t £ £ 0 
"h h "'h "'h h h ca v ,x) = k(q> Cu )-v ,x) V' x e s 
t £ £ £ £ 
"h "h 
u (•,0) = rr g (•) v (•,O) = rr g (•). 
£ h 1 £ h 2 
We have the following analogues of Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.1. 
Theorem 4.1 
(4.1a) 
( 4. 1b) 
Let the Assumptions ( 04) hold. Then for all e e ( 0, e ] and h > 0 there 
0 
"'h "h ""h 
exists a unique solution {u , v } to (P ) . 
£ £ c 
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Proof: A simple adapt ion of the proof of Theorem 3. 1. o 
Lemma 4.1 
Under Assumptions (04) we have for all e e (0, e ] , h > 0 and t e (0, T] 
0 
that 
s C[1+kl<p (g )-g 1
21 s Ck. 
£ 1 2 h 
Proof: A direct analogue of (2. 24) and (3. 6) yields 
-1 t "h 2 t "h ""h ""h h 
k s1vrasu£(•,s) IL2(Q)ds + f([1+<p~(u£(•,s))]8su£(•,s),asu£(•,s)) ds + 
0 0 
-1 ""h 2 ""h 2 
+ k I at u e C • , t) I h + I V7u e C • , t) I L 2 cm 
t -1 2 -1 ""h 2 ""h 2 
s f I k a/ C • , s) +f C • , s) I h ds + k I at u e C • , o) I h + I vru 8 C • , o) IL 2 cm 
0 
t 
s f lk-18 f( •, s)+f( •, s) l 2ds + C lg 122 n + 2k l'P (g )-g 12 + 




[ 191 1:2w> + JfC •• oi I ~"'<m]. 
h 
where we have noted from (3.1a) and (3.2a) that for all x e S 
. 0 
A direct analogue of (3. 7) yields 
-1 ""h 2 t ""h 2 
k I at v e c • , t > I h + s I as v e c • , s > I h ds 
0 
-1 "h 2 t ""h 2 
s k I a v c • , o > I + s I a c <p c u c • , s n 1 I ds 
t£ h s £ £ h 
0 
t "h 2 2 




Combining the above with (4. 3) and noting (4.1a) and the analogue of (2. 25) 
yields the des ired result ( 4. 2) . a 
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Assumptions (D5): In addition to the Assumptions ( 04) we assume that 
The triangulation Th is such that ( i) for d = 2 it is weakly acute; that 
is, for any pair of adjacent triangles the sum of opposite angles relative to 
the common side does not exceed 1l; and (ii) for d = 3 the angle between the 
vectors norma 1 to any two faces of the same tetrahedron must not exceed rr/2, 
see Kerkhoven & Jerome (1990). 
Let 8 - { b } 1 - { ( V-v V-v )} 1 and A - { ( -v -v ) h} 1 · where 
1j 1, j=l ""1' A. j 1, J=l ""1' A. J 1, J=l, 
{ x }
1 
are the internal nodes of the partitioning· and -v e Sh is such that 
1 1=1 A. j 0 
X (x ) = 0 ij' i, j = 1 -7 I. It follows that A is diagonal matrix with positive j 1 
entries and that 8 and 8 = A-
18 are positive definite. Under Assumption (05) 
it follows that b :s 0 for i * j and hence 8, and 8, lj 
this property one can deduce the discrete analogue of (2.20) 
M-
1
£jV'1lh[,£(x)l l~2(Q) :s CVx,V1lh[,£(x)]) 
see §2. 4. 2 of Nochetto ( 1991). 
Corollary 4. 1 
are M-matrices. ·From 
(4.4) 




and f ~ 0 then the unique 
Proof: Adopting the 
I 
"'h 
u c x, t> = 2: a ct> x c x > 




v (x, t) 
£ 
above, it follows 
I 
= 2: f3 ct> x c x > + 
J=l j j 
where { x } .J are the boundary nodes and { x } .J the corresponding bas is 
j j=I+l j j=l+l 
h functions e S . As X ;e 
j 
0, j = 1 -7 J; to prove the assert ion we need to show 
I I . . 
that a(t) - {a (t)} , (3(t) = {(3 (t)} ~ 0 for all t e [0, T]. 
j . j=l - j j=l -
"'h 
Problem ( P ) and the assumptions on the data yield that for a 11 t e [ 0, T] 
£ 
a'(t) + k' (a(t)) + 8a(t) ~ k(3(t) - ~ - - - a(O) ~ 0 (4.5a) 
~'(t) = k(~(~(t))-~(t)) 
where ' (a) = {' (a )} 1 • Setting a = ~ - £ J J=l -
(3(0) ;~ 0 (4.5b) 
+ + I a + a , where a = { [ a ] } 




{ O} d noting that [ ,,.,-]T,,.,+ = max a, , an "" "" T + - T"' - T"" -= [ a-] a ' = 0, [ a ] Ba i!: [ a ] Ba 
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2: 0 and [a-]T<p (a) =· [a-]T<p (a-) 2: O; we have that 
- .:..c - - .:..c -
- T [a ( t) ] ( 4. Sa) and 
- T [~ (t)] (4. Sb) yield for all t e [0, Tl 
x ~ t I ~ - ( t ) 12 s k [ ~ - ( t ) ] T [ ~ ( t ) ] s k [ ~- ( t ) ] T [ ~ - ( t ) ] 
X ~t ,~-(t) 12 S k[~-(t)]T(~(~(t)) s kMc- 1 [~-(t) ]T[~-(t)] ~-(0) = 0. 
Adding the above, applying a Cauchy Schwartz and a Gronwall inequality yields 
that a-(t) = ~-(t) = 0 for all t e [0, Tl and hence the desired result. CJ 
We now have the analogue of Lemma 2.2. 
LellUila 4.2 
Under Assumptions (OS) we have for all c e (O,c
0
], h > 0 and t e (0,T] 
that 
Proof: We have on choosing x = n [<p (~h)] in (Ph) that 
h c c c 
Ah Ah Ah Ah h Ah Ah h Ah Ah 2 c~u ,~n [<p cu lll +ca u ,<p cu >l +ca v ,v l + kl<p cu l-v I c h c c t c c c t c £ c £ . £ h 
Ah h = (f,n [<p (u )]) . 
h c £ 
(4.7) 
Integrating (4. 7) in time over (0, t), noting (4. 4), (4.1a) and a Gronwall 
inequality yields the analogue of c2~ 21) 
(4.8) 
Hence the desired result (4. 6) then follows from (4. 8) and the second 
Ah 
equation in (P ) and noting (4.1a). CJ 
c 
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We now prove the analogue of Lemma 4. 2 for the solution {uh, vh} of (Ph) . 
£ £ £ 
Lemma 4.3 
Under Assumptions (05) we have for all e e (0, e ] and for all h, provided 
0 
Me-1kh2 s 1, and t e (0,T] that 
elnrr <p (uh)] 1 22 + (~ (uh(•,t)),1) + kl<p (uh)-vhj 22 + 
h £ £ L (Q ) £ C £ £ £ L (Q ) 
T T 
+ lvh(•,t) 122 n + k-1 1a vhl 22 s c. 
£ L Cu) t £ L CQ ) 
T 
(4.9) 
Proof: We have on choosing x = rr [<p (uh)] in (Ph) that 
h £ £ £ 
h h h h h h I h hl2 ( V'u , V'rr [ <p ( u ) ] ) + (a u ' <(J ( u ) ) + (a v , v ) + k <p ( u ) -v 2 n 
£ h £ £ t £ £ £ t £ £ £ £ £ L (u) 
h h h h h = (f,<p (u )) + (8 u + k[<p (u )-v] - f,(I-rr )<p Cu)). 
£ £ t £ £ £ £ h £ £ 
(4.10) 
Integrating (4.10) in time over (0, t), noting (4. 4) and the bounds (3. 4) and 
(3. 1b) yields the analogue of (4. 8) that 
M-1elV'rr [<p (uh)] 122 + (~ (uh(•, t)), 1) · +- Xiv~(•, t) l 2L2Cn> + 
h £ £ L (Q ) £ £ c;.. u 
t 
h hl2 + kl<p (u )-v 2 
£ £ £ L (Q ) 
t 
(4.11) 
Hence the desired result (4. 9) then follows from (4. 11), the second equation 
in (P:), the bound (3.5) for 1atu:l~2co >' (3.1c) and a Gronwall inequality 
t 
-1 2 provided Me kh s 1. a 
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Lemma 4.4 
Under Assumptions (05) we have for all e e (0, e ] , h > O and t e (0, Tl 
0 
that 
h ""h 2 h ""h 2 h ""h 2 
II u -u II + £ I <p ( u ) -<p ( u ) I 2 + £11 v -v II 
£ £ E (k,t) £ £ £ £ L (Q) £ £ E (k,t) 
2 t 1 
:S C[e-
1 
+ kl<p (g )-g 1
2 








2 n + ICI 1t )g 122 ] 
£ 1 2 h h 2 H (u) 1 H ( ) - h 2 L (Q) 
-1 2 
:S C[e +k]h . (4.12) 








A h h Ah 
e v, = v -v . Subtracting the first equation in (Ph) from that in (Ph) £ c , £ £ £ 
t"'u h 
choosing x = fee' ( • ,cr)dcr, integrating over (0, t) in time, where s is the 
s 
integration variable in time, and perf arming integration by parts yields that 
where 
t A h 2 tA h 2 
J I e u' ( • , s ) I 2 n ds + X I v .re u' ( • , s ) ds I 2 n 
£ L() "£ L() 
0 0 
t ""v h "'u h "'u h "v h t,..u h = -JC e ' ( • s ) e ' ( • s ) ) ds ·+ C ( e ' +e ' ) ( • 0) Je ' ( • s ) ds) + 
e ''e ' e e '' e ' 
0 t[ A A 0 ] + ~ (~(·,s),e~'h(o,s)) - (~(o,s),e~'h(•,s))h ds, 
~(·,t) 
t Ah Ah 
- f(f-a u -av )(•,s)ds 
s £ s £ 
0 
t 
""h "'h "h "'h = (u +v )(•,0)-(u +v )(•,t) + J(f(•,s)ds. 
£ £ £ £ . 
0 
In addition subtracting the first equation in from that in 
(4.13a) 
(4. 13b) 
choosing x "u,h - e ' £ integrating over (0, t) and performing integration by parts 
yields that 
A t A h 2 XI e u,h( • t) I 22 + JI 'Ve u, ( •, s) I 2 n ds 
£ ' L (Q) £ L (u) 
0 
t Ah Ah Ah 2 = -JC a e v' ( 0 , s) ' e u' ( • ' s) ) ds + x I e u, ( • , 0) I 2 n + 
sC £ £ L() 
0 t [ A . AU h h] 
+ J c a ~ ( • , s ) , e u, h ( • , s ) ) - c a ~ ( e ' s ), e ' ( • , s ) ) ds . 
s £ s £ 
0 
( 4. 14) 





-1 ""h ""h 
71(e,t) = (1+k a )(~+v )(•,t) - <p (u (•,t)) 
t . £ £ £ 
= 11 (•,t) + 11 (•,t) + 11 (•,t), 
1 2 3 
""h "'h -1 "'h h 
- ( u +v )( • '0) - ( 1+k a ) u (., t) e s 
£ £ t £ 
t 
- ( 1 + k - la ) J ( f ( • ' s ) ds 
t 
0 
Next we note that 
r = } [c n 11 c • , s > , ; u. ' h c • , s ) l - c n 11 c • , s ) , ; u ' h c• , s ) l h] ds + 
2 h £ h £ 
0 
t A 
+ J([(I-n )(1) +71 )](•,s),eu'h(•,s))ds = T + T . 
h 2 3 £ 2,1 2,2 
0 




:s Ch Jll n lJ ( • , s) II 1 ( n II e ' ( • , s) II 2( n ds 
h H u) £ L u) 
0 
t 2 X ""u h 
:s Ch [ Jll n lJ ( • , s ) II 1 n ds ] II e ' II < 
h H (u) £ E k, t) 
0 2 
:s Ch[£-X + kxl'P (g )-g I + llTC g II 1 n ]ll;u,hll 













T2,2 ::s ~1cr-nh)(112+113)(•,s) IL2(Q) le;'h(•,s) IL2cmds 
::s Cc-Xhll;u,hll . 
C E (k,t) 
2 
(4.18b) 
Combining (4. 15a), (4. 16), (4. 17) and (4. 18) and noting (2. 3a) ·and (3. 1a) 
h "h h "h yields the desired result (4.12) for u -u and <p (u )-<p (u ) . 
c c c c c c 





C E (k,t) 
1 
t 
h "'h ..... h 1 0 2 = JC <p ( u ( •, s) )-Tr [ <p ( u ( •, s) ) ], e v' ( •, s)) ds + X k - I ( P -Tr ) g I 2 n 
C C h C C C h h 2 L (u) 
0 
::s C[ l'P (uh)-<p (~h) 122 + I (I-Tr )[<p (~h)] 122 ) + k-11 (I-Tr )g 122 n ] 
C C C C L (Q ) h C C L (Q h 2 L (~,) 
t t 
h "h 
and hence the desired result (4.12) for v -v. a e e 
( 4. 19) 
We now improve on the bound (4. 12) in the physically interesting case of 
Assumptions (DB): In addition to the Assumptions (05) we assume that 
(i) n c !Rd, d = 1 or 2, (ii) g, g and f i?: 0 and (iii) <p e C2 (0,oo) such that 
1 2 
<p'' (s) ::s 0 for all s > 0 and there exist an s such that <p(s) i?: s<p' (s) for 
0 
all S E (0, s ) . We set <p to be the following quadratic o e regularization of <p 
<p ( s) 
e { 
<p(~) 
as + bs 
bs 
for s i?: o 
for s e [O,o] 
for s ::s 0 
(4.20) 
where a= o-1<p'(o) - o-2<p(o), b = - <p'(o) + 2o-1<p(o) and o - c11Cl-p> so that 
<p E C1 (!R). 
e 
As (ii) => u i?: 0 in Q, see Theorem 2.1, we can choose <p(s) for s < 0 as 
T 
we please. As (iii) holds it follows for c sufficiently small that 
3.Qf. Ir C (p-2)/( 1-p) 
0 < b ::s C e and - c ::s 
1 2 
a ::s 0, see (2. 3b), and hence <pc satisfies 
the conditions (2.1b&c). Extending <p so that <p(s) = <p (s) for s ::s 0, we have 
e 
that (1. 9) holds and <p satisfies (2.1a). Therefore all the results proved so e 
far in this paper hold under the Assumptions (06). We note for example that 
35 
<p(s) - sP for s ~ 0 with p e (0, 1) satisfies (1.9) and (iii) above. 
Lemma 4.5 
Under Assumptions (06) there exists an e :s c such that we have for all 
0 0 
- -1 2 c e (0, e
0
] and for all h, provided Mc kh :s 1, and t e (0, Tl that 
h "h 2 h "h 2 
II u -u II + c I n [ <p ( u ) -<p ( u ) ] I 2 
C C E Ck, t) h C C C C L (Q ) 
2 t 
:s Ck[ln(1/h) ] 2rc-2h4 [ lu 122 2 + c-2/Cl-p) l'VCu -uh) I\ 2 ] + 
c L (O,t;H en» c c L (O,t;L (Q)) 
+ Ck[e-1 + k l'P (g )-g 12 + lln g 11 2 1 n ]h4 + C[ln(1/h) ] 2rl (!-Tl )g l 21(n 
C 1 2 h h 2 H (u) h 2 L u) 
:s C ( k ) c - 2h 4 [ ln ( 1/h ) ] 2r [ 1 + c - ( 3-P > / C l-p > h 4 ] ( 4 . 21 a) 
and 
h "h 2 
ellv -v II 
£ C E (k,t) 
1 
where r = ·O if d = 1 and r = X if d = 2. 
Proof: Adopting the notation of Lemma 4.4 we have from (4.15a) that 
"u h 2 -1 h "h 2 
II e ' II + M c I n [ <p ( u ) -<p ( u ) ] I 2 > 
C E (k,t) h C C C C L (Q 
2 t 
"" t h "h "u h h :s II e u' hll 2 + JC <p ( u ( ., , s) ) -<p ( u ( • , s ) ) , e ' ( • , s ) ) ds 
C E (k, t) C C C e C 
2 0 
A 
- T + T 
1 2' 
where T is given by (4.15a), 




ri = ri + ri + ~ , with ri , ri as given by (4. 15c&d) and ~ = -<p (uh). Next we 
1 2 3 1 2 3 cc 
A A A A A 





2 2,1 2,2 2,1 2,2 2,1 
A A 
see ( 4. 17), with ri and ri rep laced by ri and ri , respectively. 'We then have 
3 3 
from (4. 15a), (4. 16) ~ (3. 2b), (4. 1b), (3. 1a), (4. 2), (3. 4) and (4. 9) that 
T :S C[h4 lg 122 n + [ln(1/h) ] 2rl CI-Tl )g 12 1 n] + Xll;u,hll 2 








A h A h 
T = I JC ( I-rrh) qJ ( u ( • , s)) , e u' ( • , s)) ds I 
3 0 c c c 
t 
h A h 
:S CJ I CI-rr ) qJ ( u ( • , s )) I 1 n I e u' ( • , s ) I oo n ds 
0 
h C £ L (u) C L (u) 
M " [ t 
:S Ck [ln(1/h)]rlleu'hll JICI-rr )qJ (uh(•,s)) 12 1 n ds 
C E(k, t) h C C L ( ) 
0 
We have from (3.1a) that 
t t . 2 
JI (I-rr ) qJ (uh ( •, s) ) I ~1 n ds :S Ch 4 J [ L I qJ (uh ( •, s) ) I 2, 1 ] ds 
h £ £ L (u) h C £ W (K) 
0 0 KET 
:S Ch4 T , 
4 







T = JI (qJ'' (uh(•, s) )'Vuh( •, s), 'Vuh( •, s)) l 2ds = JI ('V[qJ' (uh(• ,s))], 'Vuh( • ,s)) l 2ds 
4 c £ c £ c £ £ 
0 0 
t [ h h . h ]
2 
:S J I ( V7 [ qJ 1 ( u ( • , s) ) ] , 'Vu ( • 's) ) I + I ( V7[ qJ 1 ( u ( • , s) ) ], V7 ( u -u ) ( • 's)) I ds 
£ £ £ c £ £ c 
0 
s c} [I ( qJ 1 (uh ( •, s)), Au ( •, s)) I + I JqJ' (uh ( •, s) ) 'Vu ( •, s). o. I J 
2 
ds + 
a £ . £ £ an £ c £ 
+ c} [l'V[qJ'(uh(•,s))] 122 n l"VCu -uh)(•,s) 122 n] ds 




lu 122 2 + In '(uh)] 12 4 2 l"VCu -uh) 12 4 2 . 
£ L (O,t;H (Q)) qJC c L (O,t;L (Q)) c £ L (O,t;L en» 
(4.24b) 
From 
• h (p-2)/( 1-p) 





4 I h h h 
1
2 'V[qJ'(u )] 4 2 n) = J (qJ"(u (•,s))'V[qJ'(u (•,s))],'Vu (•,s)) ds 
C £ L CO,t;L (u) C C C C £ 
0 
< C 2(p-2)/( 1-p)TA 
- c . 
4 
(4.25) 
Combining the bounds (4. 24b) and (4. 25) yields that 
T s Cc-2 [ lu 12 2 2 + c-2/Cl-p) l"VCu -uh) 144 2 ]. (4. 26) 
4 c L (0, t;H cnn c c L co, t;L (Q)) 
Combining (4. 22), (4. 23), (4. 24a) and (4. 26) yields the first inequality 
in (4. 21a). From (3.13) and (3. 8) it follows that 
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IVCu -uhl 122 :s C(k) [1+c-1h2 ]h2 :s C(k)h2 , 
C C L (Q ) 
T 
IV(u -uh) l 2 ex> 2 · :s C(k)c-1 [1+e-1h2 ]h2 :s C(k)c-1h2 C C L (0,t;L (Q)) 
and hence we have that 
IV(u -uh) I\ 2 :s C(k)c-1h4 • e e L co, t;L <'2> > 
Noting this with (3.17) and (3.1a) yields the second inequality in (4. 21a). 
Finally, in similar manner to (4. 19), (3. 4) and (4. 9) yield that 
Hence the desired result (4.21b). o 
Theorem 4.2 
Under Assumptions (05) we have for all c e (0, c ] , h > 0 and t e (0, Tl 
0 
"'h 2 ""'h 2 "'h 2 I u-u J L2C 
0 
> + c I <P ( u )-q> ( u ) I 2 + ell v-v II 
c. e C L (Q ) C E (k,t) 
t t 1 
:s CA (t) eCl+p)ICl-p) + C(k)c-1h2 • (4.27) 
c 
Under Assumptions (06) there exists an e :s c such that we have for all 
0 0 
~ -1 2 
c e (0, c ] and for all h, provided Mc kh :s 1, and t e (0, Tl that 
0 
l u-~hl 22 :s CA (t)cCl+p)/Cl-p) + C L (Q ) C 
t 
""h 2 "'h 2 
I <P ( u) -n: [ <P ( u ) ] I 2 + II v-v II h C C L (Q ) C E (k,t) 
t 1 
:s Cc-1 [A (t)c(l+p)/Ct-p)+h2 ] + 
e 
where r = 0 if d = 1 and r = X if d = 2. 
(4.28a) 
(4.28b) 
Proof: The result (4. 27) follows immediately from (3. 19) and (4. 12). (4. 28) 
follows similarly with (4. 12) replaced by (4. 21) and noting (3. 1a), (3. 4) 
with x = uh and ( 4. 9). a 
e 
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Corollary 4. 2 
Let Assumptions (05) hold, then for all h > O and t e (0, Tl: 




"'h t ..... "'h ( ) 
l(u-uc)(·,t) IL2W> + l~(u-u:)(•,s)dslu1cQ> + ll7Cu-ucllL2Cor> :s C(k)h l+p 12 
and (4.29a) 
"'h "'h 
I <p ( u ) -n [ <p ( u ) ] I 2 + I ( v-v ) ( • f t) I 2 n s c ( k) hp. ( 4. 29b) 
h £ C L (Q ) C L (u) 
T 
(ii) On assuming (N.O.) and choosing c = Ch4 Cl-p)/CS-p) s c we have that 
0 
"'h t "'h "'h 
I (u-uc) ( •, t) IL2cn> + IJCu-uc) ( •, s)ds IH1cm + IV'Cu-uc) IL2CQ > 
0 T 




Proof: The results follow directly from (4.27), (4.1'2), (2.16), (3.8), 
( 3. 13) , ( 1. 8) , ( 3. 4) and ( 4. 6) . o 
Corollary 4. 3 
Let Assumptions ( 06) then for a 11 t e ( 0, T] 




+ I vrc u-u ) 1 2 > c L (Q 
T 
s C ( k.) min {h2 [ ln ( 1/h) 1 r} < l+p)/( 3-Pl ] (4.31b) 
and 
""'h "'h 
l<p(u)-nh[<pc(uc)] IL2CQ > + ICv-vc)(•,t) IL2<!2> 
T 
s C ( k ){h2 [ ln ( 1/h) (} 2p/C 3-P>. (4.31c) 
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(ii) On assuming (N. 0.) and choosing c = C{h2 [ ln( 1/h) (} 4 Ct-p)/C 7 - 3 p> 
we have for all h :S h (k) 
0 
I (u-~h) I 2 :S C(k){h2[ln(1/h) ]r} <3 +p)/C 7 - 3P>, 
£ L CQ ) 
"'h T t "h "'h 
jCu-uc)(e,t) jL2<'2> + jfCu-uc)(•,s)dsjH1c'2> + j'il(u-uc) jL2CQ > 
0 T 





Proof: The results follow directly from (4.28), (4.21), (2.16), (3.8), (3.13) 
and ( 1. 8). CJ 
Let problem (Ph) be the same as (Ph) with ~ replaced by ~· 
£ £ 
Theorem 4.3 
Under the Assumptions (04) there exists a unique solution 
... h ""h 2 
+ cllv -v II 
£ E (k,t) 
1 
:S CcCl+p)/Cl-p). 




in Q • 
T 
Moreover, under the Asumptions (05) and (06) the error bounds (4.29) and 
"h "h "h "h "h "h 
(4.31), respectively, hold with {u ,v ,~ (u)} replaced by {u ,v ,~{u )}. 
£ £ £ £ 
Proof: Existence and uniqueness of a solution and (4. 33) follow from a 
discrete analogue of the proof of Theorem 2.2. Combining (4.33) with 
(4. 29a&b) and (4. 31a-c) yields the desired error bounds. CJ 
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5. A FULLY DISCRETE AND PRACTICAL FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION 
In this section we analyse the following fully discrete practical 
approximation to (P ) with timestep i: = T/N 
£ 
""h i: "h n h "h n h 
(P , ) For n = 1 7 N find u ' e S and v ' e S such that 
£ £ 0 £ 
-1( ("h,n "h,n-1) + c"h,n "h,n-1) )h cv"h,n v ) - (fn )h 
'!' u - u v - v 'x + u , x - ,x 
£ £ £ c £ 
-1c""'h,n "h,n-1 )h ... ( c"'h,n) "'h,n )h u sh i: v - v , x = ... <p u - v , x v x e 
£ £ £ £ £ 
~h,o(•) = n g (•) ~h,O(•) = n g (•) 
£ h1 £ h2' 
where fn(•) E f(•,ni:). 
,. CQ h A ()0 h 
Let U e L (0,T;S) and V e L (0,T;S) be such that for n = 1 ~ N 
£ 0 £ 
if t e ( ( n-1 )i:, ni;]. 
Theorem 5.1 
Let the Assumptions (04) hold. Then for all e e (0, e
0
], h, i: > 0 there 
exists a unique solution {U ,V } to (Ph''!'). Moreover, if the Assumptions (05) 
£ £ £ 
,. A 
hold and g , g and f ~ 0 then U , V ~ 0. 
1 2 e e 
Proof: Adopting the no tat ion of the proof of Corollary 4. 1, 





{ex/ J=t' ~n 
n I 
{{3 / J=1' 
J 
( 1 + k i: ) -n L g ( X ) X ( X ) , 
j=I+l 2 j j 
{3~ - g
2





F(an) E (I+i:B)~n + (1+ki:)-1 ki:~(~n) = an-l + (1+ki:)-1 ki:~n-l + i:fn 
{3n = (1+ki:)-1[{3n-1 + ki:<p (cxn)]. 
- - .!..£ -
g (x ) , 
1 j 
(5. 1a) 
( 5. 1b) 
As I+i:B is positive definite and <p is a continuous diagonal isotone mapping, 
.!..£ 
the existence of a unique solution to (5. 1a), and hence (5. 1b), is easily 
established. Furthermore, under Assumptions (05) I+i:B is a M-matrix and hence 
the mapping F( •) is inverse isotone and a homeomorphism of IR1 into itself, 
see §13. 5 of Ortega & Rheinboldt ( 1970). Therefore as FCQ) = Q., it follows 
that 
0 
ex , for n = 1 ~ N. o 
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Lemma 5.1 
Under the Assumptions (04) we have for all e e (0, e
0
], h, T > O and 
m = 0 -7 N that 
Ah A 2 Ah A 2 
II u -U II + e I n [ <p ( u ) -<p ( U )] I 
e e E < k, mT > h e e e e 2 
2 L (Q ) 
m't' 
2{ "h 2 "h 2 :s CT I a u I 2 + 1< I v c a u > I 2 + 
t e L co > t e L co > 
T T 
+ 1a ~h 122 + 
t e L (Q ) 
T 
Ah A 2 
+ ellv -V II 
e e E (k,mT) 
1 . 
Proof: Let En = cGh-G )(•,nT), En = 
u e e v 
"'h A 




W ( • , nT) T-
1J w(•,s)ds, we then set ~n -
( n-1) T 
n "h n I ( Tr [ <p ( u ) ] ) and er 
h e e 
E
0 = O and for n = 1 -7 N 
v 
~n -
h \:/ x e S 
0 
T-1 (En En-1 ,xlh = k ([<p cGhc•,nT))-<p cG (•,nT)il - En,xlh + 
v v e e e e v 
+ k (~n - µn,xlh \:/ x e sh. 
0 
We note the following identities, assuming a = 0, 
m m 
L [ (an-an-1) L bl] = 
n=l l=n n=l 
m m m m 
L [an L bl] + L [ L al]bn = 
n=l 1 =n n=l 1 =n n=l n=l n=l 
m m 










Choosing x = I: E 1 in ( 5. 3a) , then summing the equations from n = 1 -7 m 
u 
l=n 
and noting ( 5. 4a&b) yields 
m . m m 
TI: CE:+ E~,E:lh + x c1vci: EE:>1~2ca> + T2 E1vE:l~2<0>l 
n=l n=l n=l 
m m m m m 
= { C V ( T }: ~ n) , V ( T E En) ) + 't' 2 L cv~n, VEn) E (V(T E ~1 ), VEn) } - T -
u u u 
n=l n=l n=l n=l l=n 
m m m m m 
- { n n h T2 L (crn,En)h - 1 n h (5.5) CTEcr,-r}:E) + -rEC-r}:cr,E) }. 
u u u 
n=l n=l n=l n=l i=n 
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Choosing x = En in ( 5. 3a) , then summing the equations from n = 1 ~ m and 
u 
noting (5. 4c) yields 
(5.6) 
n=l 
From (5. 5) and (5. 6) it follows that 
m Ah A n h 
+ T E ( [ q> ( u ( • , nT) ) -q> ( U ( • , nT)) L E ) 
£ £ £ £ u 
n=l 
= -
m m m m m 
+ { (V(T E11n),V(T l:En)) + T2 E (Vl}n,VEn) - TE (V(T E111),VEn)} -
u u u 
n=l n=l n=l n=l l=n 
m m m m m 
- { (T L trn,T: L En)h + T2 L (crn,En)h - T L (T L trl,En)h } + 
u u u 
n=l n=l n=l n=l 1 =n 
m 
. + k-1T L [ (Vl}n,VEn)' - (O"n,En)h]. 
u u 
n=l 
From (5. 7) and (5. 3b) it follows that 
m m m 
-r L: IE:!~+ M [ !VCT EE:> l~2cm + T2 E 1vE:l~2cn>l + 
n=l n=l n=l 
and 
m m 
+ k -i < M [ IE: I: + E I E:-~:-1 I: l + T E I vE: I ~2 c n» + 
n=l n~l 
Next we note that 
m m 






m l 't' 
S [s-(i-1)T] w (•,s)dsl 2 
s 











Therefore it follows from (5. 8), (5. 9) and (2. 3a) that 
Ah Ah 2 Ah 2 
I a < v -n [ 'P ( u ) l } I 2 + k j tJ c a u > I 2 + t C h C C L (Q ) t C L (Q ) 
T T 
+ ~1atrc·,tl I~ dt }· 
Noting bounds like 
m't' m m n't' 
I l<Gh_Q >C·,tl 12 dt s 21:' E jE0 l 2 + 2 E I IGh(·,tl-Ghc·,n't'l 12 dt, cc h uh C c h 
O n=l n=l ( n-1) 't' 
m n't' m n"t' t "'h Ah 2 Ah 2 L I luc(•,t)-uc(•,n't') lh dt s L I I I asuc(•,s) dslh dt 
n=l (n-lJ't' · n=l (n-l)'t' n't' 
(5. 9) and (4.1a) it follows that 
11Gh _Q 11 2 s 
C C E (k,m't') 
2 
m't' 
2 "'h 2 
s T J IBtuc(•,t) lh dt, 
0 





IE:1: + M 111c.j
1
E:l l~2cn> + k-1 ! M IE:I:· + •I 111E:l~2cml } + 
2 { Ah 2 Ah 2 } 




2 "'h 2 
+ c T I a n [ 'P cu l l I 2< > • 
4 th CC LQ 
T 
( 5. 12b) 
Finally, h i En • c oos ng x = m 
v 
(5. 3b), then summing the equations from 
n = 1 ' m and noting (5. 4c), (5. 10) and (5. 9) yields 
~ k-1 
"'h "'h 2 Ah 2 
I a { v -n [ 'P ( u ) l} I 2< 1 + I tJ (a u ) I 2< > + t Ch CC LQ tC LQ 
T T 
+ ~latrc•,tl 1: dt }· (5.13) 
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Similarly to ( 5. 12) we have that 
( 5. 14) 
Combining (5. 10), (5. 12), (5. 13) and (5. 14) yields the desired result (5. 2). o 
Corollary 5.1 
Under the Assumptions (04) we have for all c e (0, c ] , h, T > 0 and 
0 
m = 0 -) N that 
11~h-u 11 2 
C C E (k,m't') 
2 
"h A 2 




:s C(k)c-1T 2 . 
"h A 2 
+ div -V II 
C C E (k,m't') 
1 
(5.15) 
Proof: The result (5.15) follows immediately from (5. 2) and the bounds (4. 2). 
0 
Theorem 5.2 
(a) Let Assumptions (05) hold. Then for the stated choice of c, on 
choosing T :S Ch we have that the error bounds ( 4. 29) and ( 4. 30) hold for 
"h ""h A A 
t = mT, m = 0 -) N, with { u , v } rep laced by { U , V } . 
E E E E 
(b) Let Assumptions (06) hold. Then for, the stated choice of c, on 
-~ 2 r choosing -r :s Cc h [ ln ( 1/h) ] we have that the error bounds ( 4. 31) and ( 4. 32) 
"h "h A A 
hold fort= mT, m = 0-) N, with {u ,v} replaced by {U ,V }. 
E E E E 
Proof: These results follow from balancing the terms (5.15), (4.27), (4.28) 
(4.21), (4.12) , (2.16), (3.8), (3.13) and (1.8). In case (a) it follows that 
-1 2 -1 2 -1 2 -2 2 r 2 
.we require c T =: Cc h and in case (b) c T =: Cc {h [ ln( 1/h)] } . o 





Under the Assumptions (04) hold there exists a unique solution {U, V} to 
"'h T 
(P , ) for all h and -r > 0 and for all e e (0,e] and m = 0 -7 N we have that 
0 
AA 2 A A 2 AA 2 
llU-U II + ejtr [<p(U)-<p (U ) ] I 2 + ellV-V II 
£ E Ck, mT) h £ £ L C Q ) £ E ( k, mT) 
2 mT 1 
< c (l+p)/(1-p) 
- £ • (5.16) 
Moreover, under the Assumptions ( 05) we have ( i) if g , g and f ~ 0 
1 2 
.... .... 
then U, V ~ 0 in QT, (ii) on choosing T :s Ch we have that the error bounds 
(4.29) hold for t = m-r, m = 0 -7 N, with "h "'h "h {u ,v ,<p (u)} 
£ £ £ £ 
replaced by 
{U,V,<p(U)}. Under the Assumptions (06) on choosing -r :s C{h2 [ln(1/h)]r} 2/C 3-p> 
the error bounds ( 4. 31) hold for t = m-r, m = 0 -7 N, "h "h "h with { u , v , <p ( u ) } 
£ £ £ £ 
.... .... ,.. 
replaced by {U,V,<p(U)}. 
"h T 
Proof: Existence and uniqueness of a solution follows as for (P ' ) , see the 
£ 
proof of Theorem 5. 1 . Let En ( •) 
u,£ 
( ~ h, n -~ h , n ) ( • ) 
£ 
En ( •) = ........ ( V-V ) ( •, n-r). 
£ 
It follows from 
v,£ 
that En = 0 and En = 0 and for n = 1 -7 N 
u,£ v,£ 
T -1 ( (En _ En-1) + (En _ En-1) , ;t) h + ( V'En , V';t) = O 
u,e u,e v,e v,£ . u,e 
T-1(En _ En-1,;t)h = k ([<p(~h,n)-<p (~h,n)] _En ,;t)h 
v,£ v,£ £ e v,£ 
m 
........ 
(U-U )(•,n-r) and 
e 
CPh,-r> and CPh,-r> 
e 






Choosing x = I: E1 and x = En. in (5. 17a), summing from n = 1 -7 m and 
u,e u,e 
i=n 





respectively. From (5.18) and (5.17b) we have the discrete analogue of (2.13): 
m m m 
T L I En 12 + X [ I 'V( T L En ) 122 n + T2 L I VEn 122 n ] + 
u,£ h u,£ L (u) u,£ L (u) 
n=l n=l n=l 
(5.19) 
From (5.19), (4.1a) and (2.3) we have that for all m = O ~ N that 
A A 2 -1 A A 2 
llU-UEllE Ck,mT) + M eltrh[<{>(U)-<{>e(Ue)] IL2(Q > 
2 mT mT 
s I (<{>(U(•,s))-<{> (U (•,s)),(~-U)(•,s))hds s CeCl+p)/Cl-p>, (5.20) 
0 £ £ 
where ~ - <{>~ 1 (<{>(U)) if <{>(U) e (0,<{>(£1/Cl-p») and l; = U otherwise. Choosing 
x = En in (5. 17b), summing from n = 1 ~ m and noting (4. 1a) and (5. 4c), 
v 
yields for all m = 0 ~ N that 
11v-v 11 2 
£ E (k,mT) 
1 
(5.21) 
Combining (5. 20), (5. 21) and (4.1a) yields the desired result (5.16). The 
desired error bounds then follow from combining (5. 16) with (4. 29) and 
(4.31). CJ 
Remark 5.1 
It is a simple matter to adapt the results in this section to analyse a 
time discretisation of (Ph). However this is not so interesting as it is not 
£ 
a practical scheme, requiring the non 1 inear term to be integrated exactly. 
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